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This month saw a handful of new regulations that affect business in Vietnam. We’ve
briefed them and outlined the most important changes from each new law. They cover
everything from non-cash payment rules to tax deductions for retrenchment payments to
a new law on cooperatives.
We hope you find this month’s Client Alert helpful and wish you prosperity in the coming
month. We look forward to working with you.
Sincerely,
Dang The Duc
Managing Partner
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A new decree issued by the Government addresses the mechanism of non-cash payments.
The decree provides rules for banks and other institutions providing non-cash payment
services and outlines regulatory application procedures. SEE NON-CASH PAYMENT
ACTIVITIES.
When a transaction occurs involving different currencies, the question of accounting
becomes more complicated. What exchange rate should be applied to the books and when
should it be booked? These questions are answered in a new circular from the Ministry of
Finance. SEE EXCHANGE RATE VARIANCES.
The National Assembly passed a new Law on Cooperatives in November. The new law
outlines rules for formation and membership in cooperatives and provides for subsidies and
other benefits from the State. SEE LAW ON COOPERATIVES 2012.
Last month we looked at a decree that outlined several new developments regulating food
preparation, shipment and advertisement. This month we look at two more Circulars that
address the issues of conformity to food safety regulations and the entities required to
obtain certain food safety certificates. SEE EVEN MORE NEW RULES IN THE FIELD OF
FOOD SAFETY.
The Ministry of Finance issued a circular that addresses retrenchment allowances paid to
employees. Specifically, the circular provides that retrenchment allowances may be booked
as a deductible expense from the corporate income tax (“CIT”) of the enterprise. SEE
RETRENCHMENT ALLOWANCES EFFECT ON CIT.
Finally, we look at some of the effects of bureaucracy on the lives and work of foreigners in
Vietnam. It’s a brief discussion of why it’s important to understand that, yes, living and
working in Vietnam involves some seemingly needless administrative procedures and that
one should be forewarned and prepared to deal with them before embarking on any
endeavor in the country. SEE RED TAPE : DON’T BE SURPRISED.│

On 22 November 2012 the Government issued Decree No. 101/2012/ND-CP on non-cash
payments (“Decree 101”) regulating payment activities that do not involve a cash
exchange, comprising: the opening and use of payment accounts; payment services not
using cash; intermediary payment services and the organization, management and
supervision of payment systems.
Decree 101 applies to institutions providing non-cash payment services, institutions
providing intermediary payment services and organizations or individuals using non-cash
payment services and intermediary payment services (the “service users”).
Under Decree 101 the non-cash payment services must be clearly set out under the form
of a written contract which specifies the rights and obligations of the involved parties.
Decree 101 also establishes conditions, types, and methods of providing non-cash
payment services applicable to any institutions supplying the same. Services provided by
intermediary payment service providers include the provision of electronic payment
infrastructure, support payment services and other intermediary payment services pursuant
to the State Bank’s regulations.
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Service providers may include the State Bank of Vietnam, banks, foreign bank branches,
credit funds, micro-finance institutions and a number of other institutions (see article 4.3 of
Decree 101 for a full list of potential service providers). Service providers other than the
State Bank of Vietnam can open and use payment accounts in accordance with the Law on
Credit Institutions provided that the State Bank permits banks and foreign bank branches
conducting foreign exchange activities to open payment accounts in foreign currencies.
The opening and use of payment accounts in foreign currencies must be in accordance
with regulations on foreign exchange.
Any institution other than banks that desires to conduct intermediary payment services
must obtain a license to provide intermediary payment services as well as satisfy a number
of conditions such as possessing minimum charter capital of VND50 Billion, having proper
business plans, recruiting and employing qualified personnel, and satisfying other technical
and professional conditions.
Decree 101 establishes the service providers’ right of refusal to provide services and
imposes the obligation to maintain the client’s confidential information.
Decree 101 replaces Decree No. 64/2001/ND-CP dated 20 September 2001 of the
Government on payment activities without using cash and enters effect on 26 March
2013.│

On 24 October 2012 the Ministry of Finance (“MOF”) issued Circular No. 179/2012/TT-BTC
(“Circular 179”) providing guidelines for recording, revaluation and treatment of foreign
exchange variances in enterprises. Circular 179 entered effect on 10 December 2012 and
repealed Circular No. 201/2009/TT-BTC of the MOF dated 15 October 2009.
According to Circular 179, payments in foreign currencies arising during the fiscal year
shall be converted into VND at the time of the transaction using the foreign exchange rate
posted by the commercial bank where the transaction is made. The foreign currency
balance, at the end of the accounting period, shall be revaluated at the “buying” foreign
exchange rate at the time of preparing the financial statements announced by the
commercial bank where the enterprise holds its accounts.
If the foreign exchange rates used to convert foreign currencies into VND are not
announced by the State Bank of Vietnam, the enterprise shall use the foreign exchange
rates of the commercial bank at the time of revaluating the balance of the accounts in
foreign currencies at the end of the accounting period. If the enterprise’s commercial bank
does not announce the foreign exchange rates, the enterprises shall use the average
foreign exchange rates of primary foreign currencies announced by the State Bank of
Vietnam at the time of revaluation of the balance of accounts.
Foreign exchange variances from investment activities to form fixed assets by enterprises
that have not begun operations shall be cumulatively and separately recorded in the
enterprise’s balance sheet at the time of revaluation. When the fixed assets are completed
and business activity commences, the foreign exchange variance incurred in the
investment phase (after offsetting gains against losses) may be amortized for a maximum
period of 5 years.
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Furthermore, the MOF provides that:


Foreign exchange variances incurred during the liquidation phase of an enterprise
shall be recorded as liquidation income or expenses;



Foreign exchange variances incurred during the commercial operation of an
enterprise shall be recorded as financial income or financial expenses within the
same fiscal year;



Foreign exchange variances incurred from revaluation of the balance of foreign
currency accounts at the end of the accounting period shall be recorded as
financial income or expenses of that period.

If the enterprise has revaluated the balance of payables in foreign currencies at the end of
the year in accordance with Circular 201 and an increase in foreign exchange variance has
not been completely allocated to the financial expense for the year, the residual amount
shall be entitled for further amortization from the effective date of Circular 179.│

th

The 13 National Assembly adopted the Law on Cooperatives No. 23/2012/QH13 (“Law on
Cooperatives”), dated 20 November 2012 which replaces the Law on Cooperatives No.
18/2003/QH12 dated 26 November 2003.
Cooperatives are collective economic organizations involving co-ownership and existing
with a separate legal status that are contributed to voluntarily by at least seven members
on the basis of self-reliance, self-responsibility, democracy and equality in cooperative
management. The Law on Cooperatives expands the conditions to become a member of a
cooperative and requires members to be Vietnamese citizens or foreigners legally residing
in Vietnam who are above 18 years old with full civil capacity or households having
authorized representatives, or agencies or institutions with legal status in Vietnam.
Organizations and enterprises cannot be members of a cooperative.
Under the 2003 law, the maximum rate of capital contribution applied to a member was
20% of the cooperative’s charter capital and 30% of the charter capital of unions of
cooperatives.
Members may terminate their membership by not using products and services of
cooperatives or of union cooperatives in a continuous period up to 3 years or by not
working for a constant period not exceeding 2 years.
The Law on Cooperatives also provides the State’s policies towards cooperatives as well
as unions of cooperatives with many incentives on cooperative income tax and other taxes
under the tax law and on fees and charges for the operation registration of cooperatives
and unions of cooperatives. In addition, the State also supports cooperatives and unions of
cooperatives in the fields of agriculture, forestry, fishery and salt production by assisting
with infrastructure investment, credit, capital, etc.
The Law on Cooperatives enters effect on 1 July 2013.│
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Circular 19
On 9 November 2012 the Ministry of Health (“MOH”) issued Circular No. 19/1012/TT-BYT
guiding technical regulations on publication of conformity with food safety requirements
(“Circular 19”).
Food establishments must make announcements concerning the technical regulations for
their foods products and must announce their conformity with regulations on food safety for
other food products before placing them in the market.
The assessment of conformity with technical regulations for a food product may be
conducted internally by the food establishment or producer so long as it is subsequently
tested by a registered testing organization or recognized certification organization. Before a
food producer can announce conformity with the regulations assessment must be
conducted by a registered testing organization. Food establishments are responsible to
control their own food products in order to ensure the conformity as announced, and must
conduct periodic inspection and testing on an annual basis for foods produced by an entity
having a GMP, HACCP, ISO 22000 or equivalent certificate. Inspection must be made
semi-annually for all other food producers.
Circular 19 replaces Decision No. 42/2005/QĐ-BYT dated 15 December 2005 and
entered effect on 25 December 2012.
Circular 26
Also relating to food safety the MOH issued Circular No. 26/2012/TT-BYT dated 31
November 2012 regulating the grant of certificates of food safety qualification for food
establishments producing and trading foods products (“Circular 26”). Circular 26 replaces
Decision No. 11/2006/QĐ-BYT dated 9 March 2006 and entered effect on 15 January
2013.
A certificate of food safety qualification is not required for the following: (i) small scale initial
functional food production establishments; (ii) small scale establishments trading food not
requiring special product preservation conditions; (iii) street vendors; (iv) establishments
trading ready-packed foods not requiring special preservation conditions; (v)
establishments trading packaging or tools in direct contact with food; and (vi) drugstores
already having GPP certificates with a business scope of trading functional foods and
micronutrient strengthening foods.
Application dossiers for obtaining a certificate of food safety qualification are made to:
1)

the Vietnam Food Administration in case of establishments producing and trading
functional foods, micronutrient strengthening foods, food additives, food
processing enhancers (except for small scale food production and trading
establishments), and establishments having special needs in accordance with
relevant requirement of countries importing products of such establishments; or

2)

the Department of Food Administration of the provinces or cities directly under the
central authority in case of
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a.

the establishment producing and trading natural mineral water, bottled
water, and packaging, tools in direct contact with foods administrated by
such authority;

b.

small scale establishments producing functional foods, micronutrient
strengthening foods, food additives, food processing enhancers, and

c.

small-scale establishments trading functional foods, food strengthening
micronutrients, food additives or food processing enhancers requiring
special product preservation conditions.

The time limit for examination of an application dossier is 5 days from the submission date
and the time limit for onsite checks is 10 days from the acceptance date of a proper
application dossier.│

On 24 October 2012 Circular No. 180/2012/TT-BTC guiding the financial treatment on
retrenchment allowances paid to employees, which enters effect on 10 December 2012
and replaces Circular No. 82/2003/TT-BTC dated 14 August 2003 of the Ministry of
Finance on the provision, management and accounting treatment at enterprises on
retrenchment allowances (“Circular 180”), was issued by the Ministry of Finance.
According to Circular 180 enterprises are entitled to treat statutory retrenchment
allowances paid to employees as deductible expenditures for calculating Corporate Income
Tax in the following circumstances:
(i)

Enterprises that pay retrenchment allowances to the employees as a result of
changes of business or technological structures as stipulated under Article 17.1 of
the Labor Code, and Article 11 of Decree No. 39/2003/ND-CP dated 18 April 2003
of the Government (“Circular 39”);

(ii)

Enterprises that pay retrenchment allowances to the employees who worked for
such enterprises on or before 31 December 2008 stipulated under Circular No.
39/2009/TT-BLDTBXH dated 18 November 2009 issued by the Ministry of Labor,
War Invalids, and Social Affairs; and

(iii)

Enterprises that pay retrenchment allowances to the employees according to the
provisions of Labor Code No. 10/2012/QH13 dated 18 June 2012, which enters
effect from 1 May 2013.

For the year 2012 eligible enterprises may use the balance of their fund for paying
retirement allowances formed according to provisions under Circular No. 82/2003/TT-BTC
dated 14 August 2003 of the Ministry of Finance up to 31 December 2011 to pay
retrenchment allowances to employees. If the fund for retrenchment allowance is not
sufficient or the enterprise has no balance to pay the retrenchment allowance, the
enterprise can record the lack of retrenchment allowances paid to the employees as the
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cost for enterprise management at the time of preparing the annual financial statements
and may be considered as deductible expenses for calculating Corporate Income Tax.
When preparing financial reports for the year 2012, if the fund for retrenchment allowance
maintained its balance (after payment of retrenchment allowance for the year 2012), such
balance must be recorded as other income of the enterprise.
If the enterprise suffers a loss due to significant retrenchment allowances incurred due to
the change of structure, technology or the number of employees (after using the balance of
the fund for paying the retrenchment allowances), the enterprise shall be entitled to
amortize such retrenchment allowances for up to three years.│

I remember the first time I opened a bank account in Vietnam. I had never done any
banking outside of the United States at that point and I had no idea what was necessary. I
walked in with my passport and sat down and said, “I want to open a bank account.” And
then they told me everything that I needed, specifically, that I needed a contract
demonstrating employment within Vietnam. This later became a major headache when my
contract ran out and the last payments from my firm were not accepted by my bank
because there was no valid contract on file at the bank.
This irked me.
What also irked me was the cost of an international wire transfer. I wasn't making much
money at the time and I had to send money back to the states on a monthly basis to pay for
bills and other obligations. The fifty or sixty dollars of wire fees that were generated each
time I sent money back to my US bank account made a big difference in my take home
pay. I needed to figure something out to change the situation.
So I looked around for options. Not very hard, though, as I was young and naive. I saw that
Citibank had a branch in Ho Chi Minh City. I knew that Citibank was a major American
bank and had chains all across the country. If I opened a Citibank account in the United
States I should be able to send money between accounts with ease and for free, or so I
thought. After opening an account in the United States I walked into Citibank Vietnam only
to find out that, in fact, I still had to pay the international wire fees. Citibank Vietnam was, in
essence, a standalone entity that existed within the borders of Vietnam.
There was no way to win. No matter how I tried, no matter what bank I went to, there was
always a rule, or a regulation, or a requirement that made what had been simple in the US
complicated and frustrating. Admittedly, the banking interface has grown much more user
friendly over the last ten years, though the requirements for employment contracts are still
in force, but the problem of red tape remains endemic.
Vietnam remains one of the few countries in the world that require corporate and personal
seals to accompany signatures. In Laos, another such country, I had the experience
recently of having monthly income statements rejected by the government because they
weren't signed and sealed by the accountant who prepared them. The same types of
issues arise in Vietnam. If there's no stamp, then there's a problem, the document isn't
considered properly executed and will not be enforced in a court of law.
Apostle procedures for Vietnam are atrocious. For an official document coming from the
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United States for a submission to the Vietnamese government it must be first notarized by
a notary public, then by the secretary of state for the individual state in which the document
was notarized, then by the secretary of state of the country, and then it must be sealed by
the Vietnamese embassy. This process can cost over a hundred dollars and, unless you
have someone on the ground who can take the documents from place to place, takes
about a month. It would be much easier if the Vietnamese Government signed a notary
recognition treaty and accepted notary seals.
Not that I'm complaining, don't get me wrong. I simply raise these points to provide
awareness. It's a fact that Vietnam has red tape. There are countless procedures that must
be followed and documents that must be filled out just so. It's something that many
governments struggle with and it’s something that Vietnam in particular is trying to improve.
There are various projects ongoing to reduce the number of administrative procedures.
There are efforts to streamline application processes and licensing requirements. The
Government is aware of the problem and realizes that in order to make Vietnam a more
attractive investment destination they must make considerable progress in this area.
The lesson, then, is one of knowledge. From experience I know that red tape, especially
unexpected red tape, can ruin one's experience of a thing. The first bank account I opened
soured me for a long time on the banking system in Vietnam. (Though my first impression
has since proven accurate.) Without knowing in advance that there's going to be a line out
the door waiting for the administrator, or that the application process will actually take a
month instead of a week, or that there needed to be three copies of the dossier can turn a
positive expectation into a disappointment.
Be prepared. Know in advance that to deal with the Government requires patience and
perseverance. You must be willing to provide all the answers to all the questions. You must
be ready to pay the fees and wait your turn. But in being cooperative don't be submissive. I
made the mistake once of accepting a visa extension that was single entry when I
requested multiple entry. When I got back to the office I was told that I should have told
them and asked them to change it. The thought hadn't even occurred to me. Being aware
of your rights in the process is key, too, in accomplishing your goals in Vietnam. Expect the
red tape, yes, but be prepared to advocate for yourself if the need arises.│
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Established in October 2006, Indochine Counsel is one of the leading commercial law
firms in Vietnam. The firm provides professional legal services for corporate clients
making investments and doing business in Vietnam. The legal practitioners at
Indochine Counsel are well qualified and possess substantial experience from both
international law firms and domestic law firms. The firm boasts more than 35 legal
professionals working at the main office in Ho Chi Minh City and a branch office in Hanoi.
Indochine Counsel’s objective is to provide quality legal services and add value to clients
through effective customized legal solutions that work specifically for the client. The firm
represents local, regional and international clients in a broad range of matters including
transactional work and cross-border transactions. The firm’s clients are diverse, ranging
from multinational corporations, foreign investors, banks and financial institutions,
securities firms, funds and asset management companies, international organizations, law
firms to private companies, SMEs and start-up firms in Vietnam.
Indochine Counsel advises clients in the following areas:







Inward Investment
Corporate & Commercial
Intellectual Property
Technology & Media
International Trade
Banking & Finance








Taxation
Intellectual Property
Technology & Media
International Trade
Mining & Energy
Property & Construction

A full list of partners, associates and other professionals is available on our website.

|
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For further information or assistance, please contact us:
Ho Chi Minh City Head Office
Unit 4A2, 4th Floor, Han Nam Office Bldg.
65 Nguyen Du, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
T +848 3823 9640 | F +848 3823 9641 | info@indochinecounsel.com
Hanoi Office
Unit 705, 7th Floor, CMC Tower
Duy Tan Street, Cau Giay District, Hanoi, Vietnam
T +844 3795 5261 | F +844 3795 5262 | hanoi@indochinecounsel.com
Contacts
Dang The Duc | Managing Partner | duc.dang@indochinecounsel.com
Le Nguyen Huy Thuy | Partner | thuy.le@indochinecounsel.com
Phan Anh Vu | Partner | vu.phan@indochinecounsel.com
Nguyen Thi Hong Anh | Partner | anh.nguyen@indochinecounsel.com
Indochine-Apex Korean Desk
APEX LLC. Vietnam Office (Ho Chi Minh City)
K. C. Lee | Business Lawyer | kclee@indochinecounsel.com &
kclee@apexlaw.co.kr
www.indochinecounsel.com
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